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Abstract 
The effective visual field in Chinese reading was studied by using the self-paced 
moving-window technique developed in the Cognitive Psychology Laboratory ofCUHK. 
Under this paradigm, subjects moved an optical mouse horizontally from left to right to see 
each successive Chinese character in a sentence printed in a spatially appropriate location on 
the computer screen. The availability of meaningful information on the right and left side of 
a fixated character (i.e. window size) was manipulated in order to find out the effective 
visual field for various reading tasks in Chinese. In Experiment 1 which required subjects to 
match a Chinese character, given at the beginning of a trial, in a sentence, subjects' reaction 
times were decreased when an additional character to the right of a fixated character was 
displayed. No significant change was obtained when further characters to the right or left 
side ofthe fixated character were visible. In Experiment 2 which required subjects to locate 
a Chinese character with reference to its semantic category, a similar effective visual field 
was found, i.e. one character to the right of a fixated character. In Experiment 3 which 
required subjects to comprehend a whole sentence, a larger effective visual field was 
evidenced and found to be two characters to the right of a fixated character. Overall, the 
results indicate that information beyond a fixated character is acquired and used in Chinese 
reading. The effective visual field tends to be skewed to the direction of reading and varies 
for different reading tasks. 
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Introduction 
The Effective Visual Field in Different Chinese Reading Tasks 
Reading is a complex process which involves perceptual, linguistic, and memory 
capacities (Rayner，1975). It begins by the visual input during a fixation. The visual features 
ofan individual word must be acquired before reading proceeds to higher levels of cognitive 
processing, such as word recognition, semantic processing, and parsing. 
During reading, useful word information is obtained through a sequence ofeye 
fixations (InhofF, 1989). For each fixation, effective word information may be gathered 
from two sources: the word which is currently fixated (the foveal word) and the next word in 
the text (the parafoveal word) (e.g. Balota, Pollatsek, & Rayner，1985; InhofF, Pollatsek, 
Posner, & Rayner, 1989). It is also suggested that visual events are perceived not only in the 
area ofcentral, or foveal, vision, but in the area of peripheral vision as well (Holmes, Cohen, 
Haith, & Morrison, 1977). These peripherally occurring events are analyzed to different 
extent. Some ofthem may be fiilly processed and even identified by the observer without the 
necessity ofeye movements. Other peripheral events may be partially processed, but not 
completely identified. In these latter cases, the observer may move his eyes in order to fixate 
at the peripheral events for detailed examination. 
Eye Movement Control and Effective Vision in Reading English 
A large amount of research on eye movement control in reading indicates that there 
is a close relationship between physical characteristics of a text and the pattern offixations 
(e.g.，Rayner, 1978; Rayner & Pollatsek，1981). For instance, if the subsequent word to the 
right o fa fixation is long, the amplitude of the saccade tends to be greater than when the 
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word is short; and i fa word ofthree letters or less is immediately to the right of the fixated 
word, there is a high probability that it will be skipped (0'Regan, 1979; Rayner，1979). 
Furthermore, the decision ofwhere to move the eyes next in reading is not made randomly 
(Morris, Rayner, & Pollatsek，1990) and readers tend to fixate at the first half of a word 
(0'Regan, Ley-Schoen，Pynte, & Brugaillere, 1984). 
In reading English, when readers fixate at a letter on a page of text, they may 
perceive words two or three lines above and below the one being fixated, as well as words 
some distance to the right and left of the fixation. Besides, punctuation marks, and the 
beginnings and ends ofparagraphs are visible (McConkie & Rayner，1975). Indeed, to the 
right ofafixation, different types of word information seem to be acquired. For example, 
the information of word-length may be useful in guiding eye movements. Moreover, 
information necessary for identifying the word meaning may be obtained from a fixated 
word as well as a preview of to-be-fixated words. 
In general, obtaining information from a to-be-fixated word may serve two main 
purposes: it may facilitate word recognition during the following fixation, and it may be used 
to determine the positioning of the eyes for the next fixation (InhofF, 1989; Pollatsek & 
Rayner, 198lRayner&Pollatsek, 1981). 
There is also a great deal of recent research focusing on how far from a fixation 
readers can acquire word information for reading purposes. The results ofthese studies 
have shown that readers obtain effective information from a relatively small region during an 
eye fixation (Rayner, Well, & Pollatsek，1980; Rayner, Well, Pollatsek, & Bertera, 1982). 
The effective visual field in English reading，or the area from which subjects obtain useful 
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information, extends from about 4 characters to the left of the character at a fixation point to 
about 15 characters to its right. The results therefore indicate that the effective visual field 
during reading ofEnglish is asymmetric. 
The asymmetry ofeffective visual field may be adaptive. Rayner, McConkie, and 
Ehrlich (1978) found that an extrafoveal preview of a word in a location opposite to which 
the eyes were about to move provided no facilitation in naming latency over an incorrect 
preview; whereas a preview in the location to which the eyes were about to move facilitated 
naming latency. Overall, the results suggest that little information is extracted from an 
extrafoveal location which is in the opposite direction to the to-be-fixated location. 
Moreover, useful information is acquired from the to-be-fixated location before the eyes 
move. 
Provision ofinformation of the to-be-fixated (parafoveal) words has been shown to 
be beneficial to reading, as particularly demonstrated by the eye-movement studies in 
English. Parafoveal preview can aid later identification of target words (Rayner et al., 1978) 
and positioning ofeyes for the following fixation in normal reading (InhofF, 1989). On the 
other hand, ifno parafoveal information is provided and only the word being fixated is 
shown, reading rate may decline by more than 33% (Rayner et al., 1982). Although the 
investigation of the underlying process is not settled, parafoveal preview benefit is 
frequently reported. For instances, preview benefit is suggested to be larger ifword 
frequency (Inhoff & Rayner, 1986) and predictability (Balota et al., 1985) of the target word 
is higher. 
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Comparison of Chinese and English 
The above review is nonetheless exclusively based on the findings obtained from 
Western studies using alphabetical languages. Special attention should be paid on the 
physical features ofatext in alphabetical languages in order to understand the findings. For 
example, word strings in a text ofEnglish consist of spaces between them. Various words 
are different in length (e.g., the vs theory), in height (e.g., be vs so v^you\ and in form (e.g., 
A vs d). As a result, a relatively large amount of visual information is available for eye-
movement planning and a preview of to-be-fixated words. Such distinctive visual 
information in English is suggested to play a crucial role in leading to the findings reviewed 
above. On the other hand, Chinese characters have almost no corresponding types of 
information as available in English. Chinese characters are equally spaced, with similar 
box-like shapes. Furthermore, they have relatively high construction complexity. To sum, it 
is relevant to examine the acquisition ofinformation, if any, beyond a fixated character in 
Chinese which, in turn, seems to have no variation in its written form. 
A possible consequence of the characters with relatively high construction 
complexity is that recognizing characters may only be done in the foveal vision, and it is 
unlikely that a Chinese character can be fully identified before it falls onto a reader's fovea. 
Previous studies have illustrated that Chinese readers in general make smaller saccades than 
English readers (Stern, 1978; Sun, Morita, & Stark，1985). In addition, eye movements are 
less variable for Chinese reading than English reading (Stern, 1978). 
Although Chinese language lacks particular visual information like word length and 
spacing in its texts, readers can still notice some other information at the to-be-fixated 
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location, such as construction complexity, organization of strokes and even radicals ofthe 
to-be-fixated characters, position of punctuation marks, and length ofsentences. This 
potential information may play a certain role in reading Chinese. Nevertheless, no clear-cut 
answer can be offered because the related research in Chinese is still at the beginning ofits 
development. Two recent studies which employ moving-window paradigm appear to 
provide some clarification. 
Effective Vision in Chinese Reading 
Tang，Au Yeung, and Chen (1995, Dec.) manipulated the display format of the 
character to the right and left ofafixated character (either meaningful but degraded 
character, or meaningless and random pattern) and studied subjects' reading times for 
reading a Chinese passage. The results illustrated that provision of a meaningless pattern 
beside a fixated character in the direction of reading had a retarding effect on the reading 
times. However, ifthe meaningless pattern was presented on the left ofthe fixated 
character, i.e. at a location opposite to the reading direction, the reading times were not 
different from those obtained under meaningful condition. According to the results, the 
notion that information beyond a fixated character is acquired in reading Chinese text is 
confirmed. Furthermore, asymmetry in perceptual span which skews to the direction of 
reading is suggested. This experiment, however, could not identify the range ofefFective 
vision because no systematic manipulation of the amount of characters around a fixation was 
adopted. 
Systematic manipulation of the amount of meaningful parafoveal information was 
employed in Inhoff & Liu (1995, Dec.)'s experiments which utilized eye-tracking technique 
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to identify the range ofeffective vision in reading Chinese sentence. The number of 
meaningful characters displayed around a fixated character (i.e. window size) was 
manipulated to observe its effect on subjects' oculomotor activities while reading through a 
sentence. The results indicated that the subjects could employ the information beyond a 
fixated character to shorten their character viewing durations and increase their amplitudes 
of saccade. The effective visual field was found to range from one, perhaps even two, 
characters to the left and three characters to the right of a fixated character. Again, the 
results confirm the acquisition of parafoveal information and asymmetric effective visual 
field in reading Chinese text. 
Research Questions of Present Study 
Although increasing effort is devoted to the research of Chinese processing, the 
study ofeffective visual field in Chinese reading is relatively limited. For instance, most 
studies (e.g. Tang et al., 1995, Dec.; Inhoff& Liu, 1995, Dec.) of effective visual field have 
been done on passage or sentence comprehension. It is not clear whether a similar effective 
visual field exists in reading Chinese under different task demands. The present study is 
designed with an aim to provide additional evidence to the area. In particular, four research 
questions are focused in this study: (i) Is information beyond a fixated character acquired 
and utilized in reading Chinese text? (ii) What is the range of the effective vision? (iii) What 
is the nature ofthe effective visual field? Is it asymmetric? Does it vary for different reading 
task? (iv) What is the effect ofthe information obtained from the effective visual field on the 
processing ofa fixated character? It is expected, by discussing and answering these 
questions, a better understanding of the effective vision in reading Chinese can be obtained. 
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Many unique characteristics of Chinese writing system lead us to believe that non-
fixated information in Chinese reading may have roles different from that in English reading. 
First, the physical layout ofwritten Chinese differs strikingly from that ofEnglish, on which 
every Chinese character occupies a constant box-shaped space in print and no segmentation 
is found between characters. On the other hand, large amount of visuo-spatial cues are 
present in English. Words in English have different height and length, and they are 
segmented by spaces. These types of information may be captured from the to-be-fixated 
words by a preview and they are shown to affect saccade length and fixation position (e.g. 
0'Regan, 1979). Secondly, there is virtually no syntactic information like inflectional 
markings embedded in Chinese character. Thirdly, the informational density is greater in 
Chinese than in English texts (Chen, 1996) in term of the number ofline segments in a 
character or word. As a result, the comprehension of Chinese character may require more 
attentional resources than that ofEnglish. The result of this may be what Henderson & 
Ferreira (1990) have demonstrated: less parafoveal information is acquired when process in 
the fovea is difficult. In short, it is expected that the effective information in non-fixated 
Chinese characters besides being very limited may not be fiilly acquired due to high 
complexity of the character upon a fixation point. 
The size ofeffective visual field has been frequently reported in the research which 
involves reading ofEnglish texts. For instances, to gather information for computing fixture 
fixation positions, the effective vision extends from about 4 characters to the left ofa fixated 
character to about 15 characters to its right; whereas to gather information for letter 
identification，the effective vision is smaller and extends from the currently fixated word to 
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the first few characters ofthe next word (Lima, 1987). Parallel findings in Chinese reading 
is highly limited so that further research on effective visual field in reading Chinese text 
seems to be necessary. 
Another research interest ofthe present study happens to be the examination ofthe 
characteristics ofeffective visual field. In reading English, the perceptual span is asymmetric 
(e.g. McConkie & Rayner, 1976). The experiments ofInhofFet al. (1989) and Henderson, 
Pollatsek, and Rayner (1989) supplied evidence that the asymmetry of perceptual span was 
not due to the effects ofpractice at reading in a particular direction. Instead, it appears to be 
an universal aspect ofinformation acquisition in processing different languages that 
extrafoveal information is acquired primarily from the position that is going to be fixated 
next. Thus it is expected that when a text of a given language is read, for example, from left 
to right horizontally, the effective visual field may extend farther to the right of a fixation 
than to the left. 
Besides being asymmetric, perceptual span in reading English is suggested to have 
some other characteristics. Henderson and Ferreira (1990) argued that a perceptual span 
might better be thought ofas an attentional span and it was dependent on the type of 
information acquired. As mentioned above, while the perceptual span for information used 
in computing future fixation positions extends to 15 characters to the right ofafixation 
point, the perceptual span for letter identification is smaller. In addition, the size of 
perceptual span was suggested to depend on the demand of foveal task as well. More 
difficult the processing in the fovea is, less parafoveal information may be acquired and 
therefore a smaller perceptual span is resulted. 
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Research Design of Present Study 
The primary objective ofthe present study is to identify the effective visual field of 
various reading tasks in Chinese because there is little corresponding figure reported in 
general, let alone for different specific tasks. Three different reading tasks were adopted in 
the present study, which involved cognitive processes of various level. The first task 
required subjects to search for a target character, given at the beginning ofatrial, in a 
sentence and this might require primarily pattern recognition and comparison only. The 
second task required subject to identify a character in a sentence, which represented a 
particular category ofobject, for example, animals. To fulfill the task demand, subjects 
might need to process each character to its semantic level, and access corresponding 
lexicon. Finally, the third task asked subjects to comprehend the meaning o fa whole 
sentence and this might involve postlexical operation such as word segmentation and 
integration. Overall these tasks represent processing of various difficulties at a fixation; 
moreover, they may utilize different types ofinformation in the location beyond a fixated 
character. As a result, different ranges of effective vision are expected. 
Three experiments, corresponding respectively to the above three reading tasks, 
were carried out with the mouse-controlled moving-window technique (Chen, 1992). 
Under this paradigm, subjects saw Chinese texts displayed on the computer screen one 
character at a time by moving an optical mouse horizontally. Display time ofeach character 
was recorded and mouse clicking was monitored when subjects were required to give 
responses. 
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In the display, the computer screen was initially filled with a horizontal line of 
meaningless patterns corresponding to the characters in the conventional layout o f a 
sentence (i.e., from left to right along a horizontal dimension). No punctuation mark was 
included. This moving-window paradigm, compared to the one accompanied by eye-
tracking, does not require sophisticated expertise, expensive equipment and enormous 
amount oftime for set up. At the same time, it allows rapid reading or scanning ofa text that 
cannot possibly be done under the key-pressing procedure (Chen, 1992). Thus, the display 
time ofeach character can more accurately indicate the reading time ofthat character, and is 
taken as an on-line indicator of the reading processes. 
The present study pays additional attention to the sentence context which was 
shown to be crucial for parafoveal preview effect (McClelland & O'Regan，1981). With a 
view to investigate the effect of contextual constraint on preview benefit，the character order 
in a sentence was manipulated in Experiment 1 (character matching) and Experiment 2 
(categorical matching). In these experiments, half of the sentences were displayed in their 
normal, meaningful order while another half in scrambled, meaningless order. According to 
the result ofMcClelland & O'Regan (1981),s experiment which indicated that presence of 
context could greatly increase parafoveal preview benefit, it is expected the reaction times in 
these experiments are smaller for normal sentence than scrambled sentence. 
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EXPERIMENT 1 
This experiment aims to identify the area from which a reader obtains effective 
information for matching a target character in a sentence. Special attention is paid to the 
investigation ofthe size and shape ofthe effective visual field. Subjects in this experiment 
were given a target character at the beginning of each trial. Their task was to locate this 
target character while reading through a sentence. This character-matching task basically 
requires visuo-spatial comparison between the target character and each character in a 
sentence. Subjects were not required to get the meaning of any character or the whole 
sentence. Therefore, theoretically they need not access the lexicons ofthe involved 
characters. 
In this experiment (as well as the following experiments), the availability of 
meaningfial information to the right and left side of the currently fixated character was 
systematically manipulated. Five display conditions (window sizes) were included and they 
were denoted respectively by C，C+1, C+2，C+3, l+C+3 display condition, in which C 
represented the fixated character; and the number indicated the amount ofadditional 
characters being visible during a fixation. Thus, in C condition, only the directly fixated 
character was displayed. Other characters in the sentence were replaced by meaningless 
patterns. In C+1, C+2 and C+3 condition, together with the directly fixated character, one， 
two or three characters respectively were displayed to the right of the fixated character. 
Finally, in l+C+3 condition, three characters to the right and one character to the left of the 
fixated character were visible. Overall, in whatever display condition, the character at the 
location of mouse pointer, being supposedly fixated, was displayed with higher brightness 
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than all other characters or meaningless patterns. Representative examples ofthe five 
display conditions are shown in Figure 1 • 
The use ofdifFerent brightness to display the pointed and other characters aims to 
form a contrast between them. Subjects could then attend to and focus on the currently 
pointed character with greater ease so that non-synchronized eye-hand coordination was 
discouraged. Thus, the time that each character remained at the pointed location can be a 
reliable measure of the reading time of that character. 
Method 
Subjects. The subjects were 20 undergraduate students from general psychology 
classes at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. All of them were native Chinese speakers, 
with normal or correct-to-normal vision. 
Apparatus. Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled by an IBM 
486 compatible computer. All stimuli were presented on a multiscan colour monitor using 
the mouse-controlled moving-window paradigm. Under this paradigm, an optical mouse 
was linked to the computer to control the stimulus presentation on the screen (see Chen, 
1992). Subjects viewed each successive character of a sentence, presented in a spatially 
appropriate location on a computer screen, by moving the mouse from left-to-right 
horizontally. All Chinese characters were typed in the Chinese Microsoft Word. They were 
converted into graphical codes and displayed in graphical format. Each character was 
composed ofilluminated (white) dots against a dark background with a potential 16 x 15 dot 
matrix, and was nearly square in shape. From the subjects' viewing distance ofabout 40 cm, 
a Chinese character subtended about 1.5 degree of visual angle both in width and in height. 
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Figure 1. Examples oftext viewed under various display conditions. The arrow indicates 
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The experiment was conducted in a semidarkened room to reduce glare on the computer 
screen. 
In this experiment (and also the following experiments), characters in two different 
brightness would be displayed on the computer screen. The character appearing above the 
mouse pointer was bright white. Other characters, if any, appearing on the right or left of 
the mouse pointer were set to have lower brightness. This manipulation in display aimed to 
maintain subjects' attention at the pointed character which was assumed to fall onto the 
fovea ofthe subjects at any time while reading through a sentence. 
Materials. One hundred and twenty sentences were used in this experiment. They 
were divided into two equal portions to be used respectively as meaningful and scrambled 
sentences, each consisting of50 test sentences, 5 practice sentences and 5 filler sentences. 
The filler sentences which contained no target character were used to check subjects' false 
alarm rates. There were varieties of topics including science and arts, narrative and fictional. 
All ofthem were taken from Chinese Readers' Digest that had been published at least one 
year ago. They contained no punctuation mark and had their length ranged from 18 to 20 
characters. 
In order to investigate the effect of contextual constraint on preview benefit, one of 
the portions of sentence was scrambled so that no meaningful two- (or more) character 
word was included in them. The location of the target character, if any, was kept constant. 
Examples ofnormal and scrambled sentences can be found in Figure 2 (please refer to 
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 for a full set of stimuli). 
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Figure 2. Examples ofnormal, meaningful sentence and its corresponding scrambled 
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Design. In this experiment, there were two dimensions of manipulation. They were 
display condition which had five levels (denoted by C, C+1, C+2, C+3，and l+C+3) and 
contextual constraint which had two levels (normal and scrambled sentence). 
The sentences were presented in the same sequence for all subjects. However, the 
order ofdisplay conditions and context manipulation were counterbalanced across the 20 
subjects according to a Latin-square arrangement. 
Procedure. The experiment was divided into two sessions respectively for normal 
sentences and scrambled sentences, and overall it needed half to one hour to complete. 
Subjects were tested individually in a semi-darkened room. 
Instructions (shown in Appendix 3) and five practice trials, correspondingly under 
the five display conditions, were given to subjects at the beginning of each session. In this 
experiment, subjects were asked to match a target character, which was shown at the 
beginning ofeach trial, in a sentence and click the mouse button when they found it. 
The onset ofeach trial was signified by a briefinstruction asking the subjects to 
move the mouse to the left ofthe mouse pad and click the mouse button once. After doing 
so, the computer screen would be cleared and a target character was displayed on the top of 
the screen. Two seconds later, the target character disappeared and the middle ofthe screen 
was filled with a number ofmeaningless patterns in a horizontal line. The number and the 
location ofthe meaningless patterns corresponded to that of characters in the sentence going 
to be read. Subjects could then read the sentence by moving the mouse in a left-to-right 
direction. The position ofthe mouse was reflected on the screen as a pointer, and the 
character above the pointer was displayed in bright white. According to the display 
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conditions, characters around the pointed character might also be visible but they were 
displayed in lower brightness. When these characters fell outside the window as the subjects 
moved the mouse, they were again replaced by the meaningless pattern and no regressive 
fixation on them was allowed. Overall, the display of characters and their replacement by 
meaningless pattern were controlled on-line by the position of mouse pointer. In the present 
experiment which required subjects to give responses, mouse clicking was monitored by the 
computer during reading a sentence. The time between the onset of the target character in a 
sentence to the subjects' clicking the mouse button was recorded as the reaction time. 
Occasionally, subjects might click the mouse button to signify they had found the 
target character before the character actually fell onto their fovea. This accounted for 1.8% 
ofthe collected data. In this case, it was assumed that the subjects completed the task by the 
preview information ofthe target character. However, the time between mouse-clicking 
and the onset ofthe target character was not considered in data analysis because it included 
the time pause right after the subjects' reactions and therefore over-estimated their reaction 
times. On the other hand, some subjects were observed to be hesitated to make responses at 
the locations beyond that ofa target character, and they might delay their reactions and even 
move the mouse pointer back to the location of the target character before they clicked the 
mouse button. Although it was valid for subjects to make responses at the locations beyond 
that ofatarget character, subjects' reaction times under this circumstances might be over-
estimated and they were therefore excluded from data analysis. This accounted for 11.3% 
ofthe collected data. Finally, if subjects gave responses when the target character had not 
ever appeared within the viewing window, their reactions were treated to be false alarms. 
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When subjects' reaction times were larger than 2000 msec, the data for these trials 
were excluded from analysis because this possibly was a result ofoperation fault or 
uncertainty about the requirement of the experiment. For example, some subjects might find 
it difficult to control the motion ofthe mouse, particularly at the beginning ofthe 
experiment. Consequently, sudden moves and pauses might occur. Overall, less than 0.2% 
ofthe collected data were discarded accordingly in this experiment. 
To summarize, only the reaction times of correct matching which in turn was made 
at the location oftarget character, and at the same time no more than 2000 msec were 
included in data analysis. They represented 81.9% of the collected data. 
^ In addition, two other sources of data were collected to reflect subjects' 
performance. They were response location and correct rate. Response location referred to 
the distance in character unit between the target character and the character at which 
subjects clicked the mouse. Ifthe subjects gave responses before the target character fell 
onto their fovea, their data for response location were taken to be negative in value. Again, 
only the data ofcorrect matching were included in analysis. Correct rate reflected the 
percentage oftrials for which subjects gave correct responses, i.e. hits or correct rejection. 
However, in this experiment which demanded simple visuo-spatial matching only, the 
correct rates under various display or context condition were very high (around 96%) and 
did not show any significant variation. Thus, the data of correct rate in the present 
experiment were excluded from the following report. 
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Results 
The mean reaction times for different display conditions and contextual constraints 
are reported in Table 1. In general, faster reaction times were obtained when more 
characters to the right ofafixated character were visible. In reading normal sentences， 
reaction time decreased from 589 msec for C display condition to 349 msec for C+3 display 
condition; whereas in reading scrambled sentences, reaction time decreased correspondingly 
from 691 msec to 390 msec. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that there was a 
significant effect ofdisplay condition [by subject: F(3,54)=69.23, p<001, MSE=8239.15; 
by item: F(3,186)=74.79, p<.001, MSE=28412.96]. On the other hand, mean reaction 
times for reading normal and scrambled sentences were respectively 427 msec and 489 ‘ 
msec. Faster reaction times were recorded for reading meaningful sentences than 
meaningless ones, and the difference was reliable [by subject: F(l,18)=5.15, p<.05, 
MSE=29825.62; by item: F(l,62)=28.66, p<.001, MSE=16187.52]. No significant 
interaction ofdisplay condition and contextual constraint was found. The combined data of 
reading normal and scrambled sentences are graphically presented in Figure 3. 
In order to identify the effective visual field for the character-matching task in this 
experiment, Tukey's honestly significant difference (Tukey-HSD) test was performed 
among the reaction times ofC, C+1, C+2, and C+3 display condition. Significant difference 
was found between C and C+1 condition but not among C+1, C+2, and C+3 condition 
[critical value=77 msec, aggregate p<.05]. Furthermore, ANOVA was performed among 
C+3 and l+C+3 conditions, to check the effect of displaying one more character to the left 
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Table 1. Mean reaction time (i.e. the time between the onset of the target characteras a 
fixated character and the subject's response; in msec), and mean response location (i.e. the 
distance in character unit between the target character and the character at which a subject 
made the response; positive in value means that the subject made the response after the onset 
ofthe target character) in Experiment 1 (character matching) under different display 
condition and contextual constraint. Corresponding standard deviation is shown in the 
parenthesis. 
Display Condition 
C C+1 C+2 C+3 l+C+3 
Normal, Meaningful Sentence 
Reaction Time 589 414 356 349 358 
(115) (106) (90) (112) (118) 
ResponseLocation .29 .17 .09 .08 .09 
(.45) (.27) (.20) (.18) (.22) 
Scrambled, Meaningless Sentence 
Reaction Time 691 455 418 390 389 
(128) (163) (195) (140) (183) 
Response Location .32 .11 .04 .02 .12 
(.42) (.23) (.15) (.17) (.19) 
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Figure 3. The main effect ofdisplay condition on reaction time in Experiment 1 (character 
matching). 
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ofa fixated character on subjects' reaction times. The main effect of display condition and 
contextual constraint, and their interaction effect were all found to be insignificant. 
Parallel analysis was done on the data of response location. The mean response 
locations under different experimental conditions are also included in Table 1. Concerning 
the effect ofpresenting characters to the right of a fixated character, a significant effect of 
display condition was again indicated by ANOVA [by subject: F(3,57)=8.05, p<.001, 
MSE=.07; by item: F(3,246)=12.21, p<.001, MSE=.25]. Response location was closer to 
the target character when more characters to the right of a fixated character were visible. 
However, no main effect ofcontextual constraint or interaction effect between display and 
context condition was evidenced. On the other hand, concerning the effect ofpresenting a 
character to the left ofafixated character, no reliable main or interaction effect was found. 
Discussion 
The results confirm the beneficial role of information at the to-be-fixated location in 
the character-matching task because faster reaction times and closer response locations to 
the target character were recorded when one more character to the right ofafixated 
character was displayed. However, the acquisition ofinformation beyond a fixated 
character seems to be highly limited because displaying any more character did not 
significantly facilitate subjects，performance. In short, the effective visual field of 
character-matching task extends from the fixated character to only one character to its right. 
The present results are also consistent with the view that extrafoveal information is 
acquired primarily from the position that is about to be fixated next ^Ienderson et al., 1989; 
Inhoffet al., 1989). The review ofan immediate character to the left of a fixated character, 
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as in l+C+3 condition, did not lead to superior performance over the situation in C+3 
condition. Thus, the notion that little information is acquired from an extrafoveal location 
which is in the opposite direction to which the eyes are about to move (Rayner et al., 1978) 
is also valid in this experiment studying character-matching task. 
It is interesting to obtain a significant effect of contextual constraint on subjects' 
reaction time because the task in this experiment basically does not require processing ofthe 
meaning o fa character or sentence. The results indicate the subjects did gather contextual 
information which, in turn, facilitated subjects' performance in character matching. It is 
possible that, at the beginning ofeach trial, the subjects did not retain the visual features of 
the target character, which indeed were highly complex, for latter comparison. Instead, the 
subjects might access and memorize the sound or semantic code of the target character, and 
use it in character matching. Furthermore, in reading the meaningful sentences, subjects 
again did not observe the visual features only and consider each character in isolation of 
others. Instead, they might integrate the meaning of individual character to build up the 
contextual information while reading through a sentence. Contextual constraint played an 
important role in confining the possible identities, including the sound and semantic codes, 
ofthe coming characters. Under this circumstances, the subjects could predict and 
recognize the coming characters in their foveal view more readily. 
Effective information ofthe to-be-fixated characters may come from two sources: 
sentence context and preview ofthese characters. In this experiment, provision ofeither 
contextual or preview information was found to be beneficial to the character-matching 
task. Nevertheless, their effects was independent to each other because there was no reliable 
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interaction between them. In other words, the effects of contextual constraint and display 
condition on subjects' reaction times were additive. It is possible that sentence context may 
provide relatively higher-level, semantic information whereas preview may supply lower-
level, visual features ofthe coming characters. Overall，sentence context and preview ofthe 
to-be-fixated characters may provide different kinds ofinformation which are utilized 
independently but they both function to confine the identity of the coming characters. 
Although we have shown that displaying characters to the right of a fixated character 
can aid character matching, it is not clear whether parallel finding exists in other kinds of 
reading tasks such as reading for character meaning and reading for comprehension. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 
According to the findings ofHenderson & Ferreira (1990) which demonstrated that 
less parafoveal information is acquired when the processing in fovea is more difficult (see 
also Kennison & Clifton, 1995), it is expected that if the difficulty of the foveal processing is 
increased smaller effective visual field will be resulted. The present experiment differs from 
Experiment 1 simply in the demand ofreading task. In this experiment, subjects were 
required to locate a target character in a sentence by its semantic category given at the 
beginning of a trial. The task, unlike character-matching task which basically involved 
pattern recognition only, required access to the lexicon of each character in a sentence. 
Method 
Subjects. The subjects were 20 undergraduate students from general psychology 
classes at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. All of them were native Chinese speakers, 
with normal or correct-to-normal vision. No one had participated in Experiment 1. 
Materials. The 120 sentences in Experiment 1 were used here. The location and 
identity ofthe target character, if any, in the sentences was kept unchanged across 
experiments. The sentences were again divided into two equal portions to be used 
respectively as normal and scrambled sentences, each consisting of50 test sentences, 5 
practice sentences, and 5 filler sentences. Their scrambled version used in Experiment 1 was 
also employed in this experiment. 
Apparatus andProcedure. The apparatus and the procedure were basically the 
same as that used in Experiment 1. 
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The experiment was divided into two sessions respectively for normal and scrambled 
sentences (please refer to Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 for a full set of stimuli). Instructions 
(shown in Appendix 6) and five practice trials, under the five display conditions, were given 
to the subjects at the beginning ofeach session. In this experiment, subjects were informed 
to locate a character in a sentence, which has meaning falling into a prescribed category, and 
click the mouse button once when they found it. 
The onset ofeach trial was signified by a briefinstruction asking the subjects to 
move the mouse to the left ofthe mouse pad and click the button once. After doing so, the 
computer screen would be cleared and a description of the target character (the semantic 
category ofthe target character, e.g. animals) was displayed on the top ofthe screen. Two 
seconds later, the description disappeared and the middle of the screen was filled with a 
number ofmeaningless patterns in a horizontal line. Subjects could then read the sentence 
by moving the mouse in a left-to-right direction. The display format of the fixated character, 
other characters, and meaningless patterns were the same as in Experiment 1. In this 
experiment which also required subjects to give responses, mouse clicking was monitored 
by the computer during reading through a sentence. The time between the onset ofthe 
target character in a sentence to subjects' clicking the mouse button was recorded as the 
reaction time. 
This experiment demanded subjects get the meaning of a character and decide 
whether it fell into a prescribed category. Occasionally, the relationship between the target 
character and its assigned category might not be obvious to every subject. As a result, 
subjects might gain access to the meaning of the target character but found it difficult to 
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decide whether it was the desired target. Unexpectedly high reaction times might be 
obtained as a result ofthe subjects' hesitation in making decisions. Indeed, 3% ofthe 
collected data were discarded for analysis because the reaction times were larger than 2000 
msec. 
In addition, 0.6% and 4.5% ofthe collected data were excluded from the data 
analysis ofreaction time because they represented respectively the reactions made at the 
locations on the left and right side of a target character. 
The mean correct rate obtained for this experiment was around 86%. However, 
correct rates shown little variation across conditions and were therefore not further analyzed 
and reported in the Result section of this experiment. 
Results 
The mean reaction times for searching a target character by its semantic category 
under different display conditions and contextual constraints are shown in Table 2. 
Moreover, the combined data ofreading normal and scrambled sentences are presented 
graphically in Figure 4. Overall, faster reaction times were recorded when more characters 
were visible to the right ofa fixated character. When the combined data for normal and 
scrambled sentence were considered, the searching time decreased from 895 msec for C 
condition to 488 msec for C+3 condition. ANOVA confirmed the significant effect of 
display condition [by subject: F(3,54)=55.42, p<.001, MSE=23447.8; by item: 
F(3,282)=131.10, p<.001, MSE=26823.16]. However, no reliable effect of contextual 
constraint or its interaction with display condition was evidenced. 
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Table 2. Mean reaction time (i.e. the time between the onset of the target characteras a 
fixated character and the subject's response; in msec), and mean response location (i.e. the 
distance in character unit between the target character and the character at which a subject 
made the response; positive in value means that the subject made the response after the onset 
ofthe target character) in Experiment 2 (categorical matching) under different display 
condition and contextual constraint. Corresponding standard deviation is shown in the 
parenthesis. 
Display Condition 
C C+1 C+2 C+3 l+C+3 
Normal, Meaningfiil Sentence 
Reaction Time 891 589 553 479 536 
(183) (131) (141) (108) (153) 
Response Location .14 .10 .14 .05 .05 
(.24) (.25) (.44) (.29) (.34) 
Scrambled, Meaningless Sentence 
Reaction Time 898 590 526 497 485 
(144) (179) (135) (133) (103) 
Response Location .13 .02 .05 -.01 .03 
(.20) (.07) (.12) (.09) (.09) 
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Figure 4. The main effect ofdisplay condition on reaction time in Experiment 2 (categorical 
matching). 
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Tukey-HSD test was performed among C, C+1, C+2, and C+3 condition to identify 
the effective visual field to the right ofafixated character. The results revealed reliable 
difference between C and C+1 condition but no other significant difference was found 
among C+1, C+2 and C+3 condition [critical value=130 msec, aggregate p<05]. ANOVA 
on C+3 and l+C+3 conditions was used to check the effect of displaying one more character 
to the left ofafixated character on subjects' reaction time. Again, no significant main effect 
ofdisplay condition or contextual constraint, and their interaction was obtained. 
On the other hand, although the results on response location indicated that subjects 
tended to make response closer to the target character when more characters to the right of 
a fixated character are visible, they were fluctuated and unreliable. No significant main or 
interaction effect was obtained. 
Discussion 
The results illustrate that subjects could make use of the information available to the 
right ofafixated character for the categorical-matching task in this experiment. The 
effective visual field obtained for the task extends from the fixated character to one character 
to its right. Again, it is highly limited in size and skewed to the direction ofreading. 
The pattern ofreaction time in this experiment has similar profile to that ofreaction 
time in Experiment 1，except the magnitude is generally elevated (referring to Figure 3 and 
Figure 4). This reflects the fact that categorical matching is a more difficult task than 
character matching. Unlike those in Experiment 1, subjects in this experiment must access 
the semantic code ofeach character in a sentence and then compare it with the prescribed 
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category. The task may involve higher level of cognitive processing, as compared with the 
visuo-spatial comparisons in Experiment 1. 
The processing at a fixated character in Experiment 2 is more difficult than that in 
Experiment 1. This is reflected, for instance, by the figures obtained under C display 
condition. It is reminded that the experiment materials are exactly the same for these two 
experiments. In Experiment 1, subjects needed 640 msec to match a target character; 
whereas in Experiment 2, subjects needed 895 msec to complete the categorical-matching 
task. According to the findings ofHenderson & Ferreira (1990), less time will be spared for 
processing the to-be-fixated characters and a smaller effective visual field will be expected 
for Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 • However, the manipulation in these experiments is not 
sensitive enough for testing the hypothesis because the effective visual fields obtained here 
are derived in a character unit and not, say, half-character unit. 
Nevertheless, the difficult processing at a fixated character in this experiment does 
cast particular effect on subjects' performance. First, similar reaction times were obtained in 
reading normal and scrambled sentences. This indicates that subject did not establish or 
employ sentence context to help them in matching. Actually, contextual information helps 
to confine the meanings ofthe coming characters that, in turn, undeniably facilitates the 
performance in the categorical-matching task. However, subjects in this experiment might 
not be able to spare extra attentional resources to extract and hold the contextual 
information because the processing at a fixated character is highly difficult. Secondly, from 
the data ofresponse location which were all close to the location of the target, it implies that 
subjects tended to stay at the fixated character before the meaning ofit was fully recognized, 
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no matter under which display condition. This reading pattem is reasonable because the 
cognitive load in processing a fixated character is high and it is undesirable to further 
increase the load by moving to a new character. 
To sum, categorical-matching task requires relatively large amount ofattentional 
resources in processing a fixated character. Subjects could no longer make use ofthe 
sentence context and/or proceed in a high speed with little error. What they could do was to 
extract and utilize the visual information of the next character to the right o fa fixated 
character to facilitate their performance. 
Although two different types ofChinese reading tasks have been studied respectively 
in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, to complete the picture, the most frequent reading task in 
everyday life most be considered and it is comprehension. 
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EXPEmMENT 3 
This experiment aims to find out the effective visual field when a reader reads a 
Chinese sentence for its meaning. In this experiment, subjects were required to comprehend 
a whole sentence and paraphrase its meaning afterward. The task, in comparison with those 
ofthe previous experiments, may involve different types of cognitive activities such as 
segmentation ofcharacters and integration of their meanings. Again, different effective 
visual field may be resulted because the difficulty of processing at a fixated character is 
different. 
Some studies (e.g. Inhoff& Liu, 1995, Dec.; Tang et al., 1995，Dec.) did imply that 
certain information could be captured by a preview of the to-be-fixated characters in normal 
Chinese reading and affected reading performance. However, they did not consider the 
possible differential effect ofthe preview information on the processing o f a fixated 
character. The present experiment casts some light on finding out the character features 
which are crucial for the preview effect. Regression analysis was done to identify the 
characteristics ofatarget character, which were significant determinants ofthe preview 
effect. In the present experiment, three types of information of a target character were 
selected to observe their contribution to the preview effect. They were (i) number ofstroke; 
(ii) character frequency; and (iii) target location. They were so included in the analysis 
because parallel studies had been done in English on word length (0'Regan, 1979), word 
frequency (Inhoff& Rayner, 1986), and context (McClelland & 0，Regan, 1981) which, in 
turn, were found to be crucial for the preview benefit. 
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Throughout this paper, preview effect (or benefit) is determined by comparing 
reading performance in two display conditions. In one condition, only the currently fixated 
character is shown when reading a sentence (no preview condition); while in another, all 
characters within the effective visual field are visible (full preview condition). 
Method 
Subjects. The subjects were 20 undergraduate students from general psychology 
classes at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. All of them were native Chinese speakers, 
with normal or correct-to-normal vision. No one had participated in Experiment 1 or 
Experiment 2. 
Materials. The 120 sentences in Experiment 1 or Experiment 2 were used here. 
They were divided into two portions to be presented respectively in two sessions. All 
sentences were displayed in their normal format and no scrambled sentence was employed in 
this experiment. For the sake of making comparison of reaction times across the three 
experiments in this study, only the reading times of those target characters which were so 
labelled in Experiment 1 and 2 were collected and analyzed in Experiment 3. The location 
and identity ofthe target characters, if any, in the sentences were kept constant across these 
experiments. Nevertheless, subjects were instructed to comprehend the whole sentence and 
did not know which character corresponded to the target character. 
Apparatus andProcedure. The apparatus and the procedure were basically the 
same as that used in Experiment 1 or 2. 
The experiment was divided into two sessions with a break between them for 
subjects to take a rest ifnecessary. Instructions (shown in Appendix 7) and five practice 
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trials, under the five display conditions, were given to the subjects at the beginning ofeach 
session. In this experiment, subjects were required to comprehend a sentence and 
paraphrase its meaning afterward. No mouse clicking during reading the sentence was 
required. 
The onset ofeach trial was signified by a briefinstruction asking the subjects to 
move the mouse to the left ofthe mouse pad and click the button once. After doing so, the 
computer screen will be cleared and a “請準備，，(please standby) signal was displayed on the 
top ofthe screen. Two seconds later, the signal disappeared and the middle ofthe screen 
was filled with a number ofmeaningless patterns in a horizontal line. Subjects could then 
read the sentence by moving the mouse in a left-to-right direction. The display format ofa 
fixated character, other characters, and meaningless pattern were the same as in Experiment 
1 or 2. The time for a target character being at the location of mouse pointer was recorded 
as the character reading time. 
1% ofthe collected data in this experiment was discarded because the reading time 
ofthe target character was larger than 2000 msec. 
In this experiment, after reading each sentence, subjects were required to report the 
content ofthe sentence in order to check their comprehension. The accuracy ofthe sentence 
comprehension was determined by the same experimenter, for different subjects throughout 
the whole experiment, according to the content of the subjects' reports. Subjects were not 
demanded to report the fine details, but only the main themes of the sentences. In general, 
the correct rates were very high in this experiment (about 99%), which virtually did not 
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show any fluctuation across display conditions. Therefore, the data of correct rate were 
again excluded from the following Result section. 
Results 
The mean character reading times under different display conditions are shown in 
Table 3 and graphically in Figure 5. The results shown that the mean character reading time 
decreased when more characters to the right of a fixated character were displayed. ANOVA 
confirmed the significant effect ofdisplay condition on the character reading time [by 
subject: F(3,57)=24.51, p<.001, MSE=4398.13; by item: F(3,297)=25.66, p<.001, 
MSE=20719.88]. 
Tukey-HSD test among the character reading times of the four display conditions 
was performed. Significant differences were found between C and C+1, C+1 and C+2, but 
not between C+2 and C+3 condition [critical value=57 msec, aggregate p<05]. Moreover, 
ANOVA, comparing C+3 and l+C+3 conditions, revealed no reliable review effect for 
displaying one more character to the left of a fixated character. In other words, the effective 
visual field in reading comprehension of Chinese sentence extended from a fixated character 
to two characters to its right. 
In addition, with a view to find out the features of a character which were crucial for 
the preview benefit, stroke number, character frequency, and the location ofthe target 
characters were regressed against the character reading time under no preview (i.e. C) and 
full preview (i.e. C+2, according to the above finding on the effective visual field) condition. 
The results are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 3. Mean character reading time (i.e. the time for the target character being at the 
location ofmouse pointer; in msec) in Experiment 3 (comprehension) under different display 
condition. Corresponding standard deviation is shown in the parenthesis. 
Display Condition 
C C+1 C+2 C+3 l+C+3 
560 478 410 402 403 
(177) (121) (110) (145) (153) 
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Figure 5. The main effect ofdisplay condition on character reading time in Experiment 3 
(comprehension) 
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Table 4. Regression analysis ofthe effect of(i) stroke number, (ii) character frequency, and 
(iii) target location on character reading time under no preview (C) and full preview (C+2) 
display conditions in Experiment 3 (comprehension). 
Display Condition Stroke Number Character Frequency Target Location 
No preview (C) .033 -.129 * -.047 
Full preview (C+2) .003 .047 .034 
* significant beta coefficient, p<.05 
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The regression analysis revealed that character frequency was the only significant 
determinant ofthe character reading time when only a fixated character was visible. The 
character reading time was larger when a target character oflower frequency was in process. 
The significant effect disappeared when subjects were given a preview oftwo more 
characters to the right ofafixated character. This was shown by the result that character 
frequency was no longer a significant determinant of the character reading time in full 
preview condition. 
Discussion 
The results again demonstrate the usefulness of the information beyond a fixated 
character in reading Chinese text. Subjects could recognize the meaning ofa fixated 
character and then fit it to the sentence context more readily when more characters to the 
right ofit were visible. To sum, the effective visual field for sentence comprehension 
extends from a fixated character to two characters to its right. Similar to that obtained in 
Experiment 1 and 2, the effective visual field in this experiment is highly limited in size and 
skewed to the direction of reading. 
The effective visual field for comprehension, which composes of three characters, is 
larger than those ofcharacter matching or categorical matching, which compose oftwo 
characters only. Subjects could therefore acquire and utilize the information ofto-be-
fixated characters to a farther extent in comprehending a sentence's meaning than in 
matching a character in a sentence or fitting a character's meaning to its category. On the 
first sight, this appears contradictory to the prediction on the basis ofHenderson & Ferreira 
(1990)'s result. 
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Originally, comprehension seems to involve higher level of cognitive processing than 
either character matching or categorical matching. In addition to character recognition and 
access to its meanings, comprehension involves further postlexical operation such as 
segmentation and integration of character meanings. Because ofthe more difficult 
processing at a fixated character in comprehension, a smaller effective visual field is 
expected. 
However, as stated above, a larger effective visual field was obtained in this 
experiment for sentence comprehension. Furthermore, when the processing times ofthe 
target characters across all three experiments under C display condition are compared, the 
notion that comprehension is the most difficult task seems to lose ground for support. In C 
condition, subjects needed 640, 895, and 560 msec respectively for matching a character, 
classify a character by its meaning, and comprehending a character's meaning. According to 
the figures, comprehension in Experiment 3 indeed represented the easiest task to the 
subjects. 
The phenomenon may be explained by two factors namely inclusion ofcomparison 
task and task familiarity. First, in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, subjects actually did not 
only need to process the physical features or meaning of each character, but also need to 
compare this information with that ofthe target character given at the beginning ofeach 
trial. Moreover, after comparison, when the fixated character was the target, they needed to 
give responses. Thus the reaction times reported in Experiment 1 and 2 did not only include 
the time for processing the target character, but also the time for making comparison and 
overt reaction that, in turn, were absent in Experiment 3. Secondly, reading for 
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comprehension, among the three tasks in this study, is the most common reading task in 
everyday life. Subjects possibly had large amount of practice in sentence comprehension in 
comparison to that ofcharacter matching or categorical matching. Most cognitive 
processes in comprehension might be automatic and require little attentional resources. As 
a consequence, more attentional resources could be spared for possible uses in analyzing 
to-be-fixated characters; and therefore a larger effective visual field is possible for sentence 
comprehension. 
The regression analysis in Experiment 3 indicate that character frequency is one type 
oflexical information which is crucial for a preview benefit. Without preview, character of 
lower frequency required longer time for comprehension. This parallels to the word 
frequency effect found in many studies ofEnglish reading (e.g. Rayner，1978; Inhoff& 
Rayner，1986). However, the reading times for character of various frequencies were 
similar when two more characters to the right of a fixated character was visible. Overall, the 
preview information appears to be particularly effective to the recognition ofless frequent 
characters. 
Two possible explanations are proposed for the larger preview benefit in less 
frequent characters. The first explanation is that characters oflower frequency composed of 
more information which could be acquired by a preview. The argument, nevertheless, is 
questionable because other potentially effective information, such as number ofstroke and 
the location oftarget character, had been statistically controlled in the regression analysis. 
Characters ofvarious frequencies could virtually provide similar kind and amount ofuseful 
information through a preview ofthem. The second explanation is that similar information 
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was obtained by a preview, however, the information was utilized to different extent in 
processing characters of different frequencies. Less frequent characters appeared to benefit 
more from the preview information; while more frequent characters benefited less. This 
might be a consequence ofthat preview information was analyzed and employed relatively 
late in the processing ofafixated character. More frequent characters might be readily 
recognized even in the absence ofpreview information. Information collected by a preview 
in this situation might not be fully utilized because ofits late effectiveness. On the other 
hand, the recognition ofless frequent characters was more time-consuming, whichtherefore 
might make use ofthe preview information for faster recognition. The preview information 
in this situation might be fully analyzed and used, and therefore a larger preview benefit 
would be achieved. 
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General Discussion 
One assumption ofthe mouse-controlled, moving window technique is that the time 
for a character remained at the location of mouse pointer indicates the reading time ofthat 
character on a fixation. In other words, the matched and synchronized eye-hand movement 
is assumed. Before going directly to discuss the findings of the present study, this 
assumption must be checked. Although different brightness had been used to display a 
fixated character and other characters, it is possible that the subjects in the present study 
moved their eyes to and fixated on a next character before their hands actually moved the 
mouse pointer to that character, particularly under the preview conditions (i.e. C+1, C+2, 
C+3, and l+C+3). In this case, any "preview benefit" obtained might simply be a result of 
an early, direct fixation upon a "to-be-fixated" character ahead of the mouse pointer. Ifthis 
is true, then the present study is not considering a (parafoveal) preview effect ofthe to-be-
fixated characters but the effect ofdisplaying different amount of characters for making 
direct fixations. Accordingly, three pieces of findings should have been obtained: (i) 
significant portion ofthe responses in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 should have been 
made before a target character actually shown at the location of mouse pointer; (ii) the 
effective visual fields across all three experiments should be the same, which included a 
fixated character and one more character to its right; (iii) the resulted preview benefits 
should be comparable across all three experiments because all of them were a result ofan 
early, direct fixation ofthe next character. Obviously, all of them are incorrect. First ofall, 
only 1.8% and 0.6% ofthe trials respectively in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were 
reported in which subjects gave responses before the onset of a target character. Secondly, 
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the effective visual field obtained in Experiment 3 covered more than one character to the 
right o fa fixated character. The effective information therefore was not restricted to the 
next character to the right o fa fixated character, and it might also be acquired from the 
second character to the right ofafixated character by its preview. Thirdly, the beneficial 
effect ofdisplaying one more character to the right of a fixated character does vary across 
the three experiments in the present study, from 82 msec in Experiment Three, 206 msec in 
Experiment One, to 305 msec in Experiment Two. These findings all suggest that the 
subjects in the present experiments did match and synchronize the movement oftheir eyes 
and hands. The beneficial effect ofdisplaying further characters to the right o fa fixated 
character was a result ofa (parafoveal) preview instead of early, direct fixation. 
Four major results are obtained in the present study. First, information is acquired 
during a preview ofthe to-be-fixated characters and then employed in various Chinese 
reading tasks. Second, the effective information is primarily obtained from the characters in 
the reading direction. Third, various reading tasks have different ranges ofefFective vision. 
The range may depend on the difficulty level of processing at a fixated character. Fourth, 
the effectiveness ofthe preview information is sensitive to the nature ofthe processing at a 
fixated character. 
In the present study, convergent evidence is obtained for the beneficial role ofa 
preview ofto-be-fixated characters in Chinese reading. Across all three experiments which 
consider various types ofreading task, subjects' performance was impaired when only the 
fixated character was visible during reading through a sentence. Inclusion ofother 
characters to the right ofa fixated character significantly facilitated subjects' performance. 
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Although there is little inherent effective information in Chinese characters, subjects might 
still acquire information such as construction complexity and organization during a preview 
that, in turn, facilitate recognition ofthe coming characters during the following fixations. 
Consistent with the findings obtained in studies ofEnglish reading, the results from 
the present study imply that the effective visual field in Chinese reading, for whatever 
purpose ofthe reading process is，is asymmetric. This is reflected by the findings that 
subjects' performance was impaired significantly when the characters to the right o fa 
fixated character were hidden from viewing. Whereas no such change in the subjects' 
performance was observed when the information to the left of a fixated character was 
manipulated. This supports the notion that considerably more information is obtained from 
the direction ofthe to-be-fixated location rather than from the opposite direction ofthe to-
be-fixated location. 
The three reading tasks included in the present study can be arranged in an increasing 
order ofdifficulty level, according to their mean processing times obtained under C display 
condition, to be comprehension (560 msec), character matching (640 msec), and then 
categorical matching (895 msec). Correspondingly, diminishing effective visual field is 
evidenced in the above series, i.e. 3 characters in comprehension task to 2 characters in 
character-matching and categorical-matching tasks. This result supports the argument 
proposed by Henderson & Ferreira (1990) that the size of perceptual span does vary and 
depends on the difficulty level ofthe foveal processing. When the processing at a fixated 
character is easy, more attentional resources can be allocated to process the information of 
to-be-fixated characters leading to a relatively large effective visual field. 
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Since the nature ofthe information beyond a fixated character has not been 
systematically manipulated in the present study, no conclusion about what kind of 
information is acquired during a preview can be drawn. Nevertheless, the information 
collected through a preview seems to be particularly useful for a difficult processing at a 
fixated character which is more time-consuming than a easy one. This is illustrated by : (i) in 
Experiment 1，a larger preview benefit although insignificant was found for matching a 
character in scrambled sentences (236 msec) than in normal sentences (175 msec); (ii) in 
Experiment 3, alarger preview benefit was obtained in processing characters oflower 
frequency; (iii) across all three experiments, the preview benefit was found to be increasing 
from the task with the least difficulty (comprehension, 150 msec), to the one with medium 
difficulty (character matching, 205 msec), and then to the most difficult task (categorical 
matching, 305 msec). The figures in the brackets represent the differences in processing 
time for the tasks to be completed under no preview and full preview (i.e. all characters 
within the effective visual field were visible) condition. Overall, these results indicate that 
the employment ofthe collected preview information is sensitive to the nature ofafixated 
character or its processing. Preview information seems to be particularly important when 
the processing is difficult or time-consuming. The preview information may indeed 
represent an additional source ofinformation to that obtained by a direct fixation, but it is 
effective relatively late in the processing of a fixated character. When the processing at a 
fixated character is difficult and needs a long time to be completed, preview information may 
get sufficient time to be fully analyzed and then utilized. In this circumstances, preview 
benefit is remarkable. Otherwise, when the processing at a fixated character is easy, the 
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processing may be completed before the analysis and utilization of preview information 
occurs. 
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Conclusion 
In reading Chinese text, information can be acquired from the to-be-fixated 
characters, and then utilized in the processing of these characters during following fixations. 
The size ofthe effective visual field is highly limited, composing of the fixated character and 
one to two characters to its right. Moreover, parallel to the findings obtained for English 
reading, the effective visual field is asymmetric and skewed to the direction ofreading. 
The difficulty level ofthe processing at a fixated character determines how far the 
effective information can be acquired from the to-be-fixated characters. When the 
processing is easy which can spare attentional resources to process characters at the to-be-
fixated locations, a large effective visual field is resulted. The information acquired by a 
preview ofto-be-fixated characters, however, may not be fully utilized. This depends, 
again, on the difficulty level ofthe processing at the fixated character. When the processing 
is easy which is readily completed by the information coming from the current fixation, 
previous information gathered by a preview seems to be redundant and the benefit obtained 
by the inclusion ofit is insignificant. On the other hand, difficult processing at a fixated 
character does not rely exclusively on the information obtained from the current fixation but 
it also makes use ofthe collected preview information for faster processing, therefore 
resulting in a larger preview benefit. 
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Appendix 1 
(Stimuli ofExperiment 1, Normal Version) 































fc 17對政府提出有建設性的意見令人感到鼓舞 （to be continued) 



































久19冷血動物的體溫因跟隨環境而變所以需要冬眠（to be continued) 



































毫99抑鬱症往往是由於工作太繁忙和緊張所弓丨起 （to be continued) 
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Appendix 2 
(Stimuli ofExperiment 1，Scrambled Version) 































^ 17府提感到見舞政出有建令丨生的意人對鼓設 （to be continued) 



































冬19體眠隨環變物冷的所境而以需溫因跟要血冬動（to be continued) 



































毫99忙和抑往於工繁作太張所是由弓丨鬱往緊起症 （to be continued) 
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Appendix 3 
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Appendix 4 
(Stimuli ofExperiment 2, Normal Version) 































樂器17對政府提出有建設性的意見令人感到鼓舞 （to be continued) 



































季節19冷血動物的體溫因跟隨環境而變所以需要冬眠（to be contmued) 



































省幣單位99抑鬱症往往是由於工作太繁忙和緊張所弓丨起(to be continued) 
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Appendix 5 
(Stimuli ofExperiment 2, Scrambled Version) 































樂器17府提感到見舞政出有建令性的意人對鼓設 （to be contmued) 



































季節19體眠隨環變物冷的所境而以需溫因跟要血冬動（to be continued) 



































省幣單位99忙和抑往於工繁作太張所是由弓丨鬱往緊起症(to be continued) 
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Appendix 6 
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Appendix 7 
(Experimental Instructions for Experiment 3) 
本實驗是一個有關中文閱讀的硏究。 
實驗_始時，電腦螢光幕上方會出現一個《請準備》提示，然 
後會顯示一個箭咀。當您把滑鼠向右移動時，箭咀會隨之移 
動，繼而螢幕會出現一句中文字的片段。請您移動滑鼠並閱讀 
這句句子。當句子消失後，請您講出句子的內容。 
注意事項： 
(二)閱�賣方向設定爲左至右，不能回頭翻看，所以請閱讀淸楚 
才移動滑鼠； 
(二)您只須講出句子的大意，而不須背誦句子的每一個字； 
(日請儘量把視線焦點放在箭阻指著的字上。 
本實驗分爲兩部份，各需時大約十五分鐘。在每部份的開端， 
您會有五次練習。 
遇上問題或實驗完畢時，請通知測試員。 
如果沒有問題，您現在可以開始做實驗。 
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